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DDD

Barbara White

Discoveries, Journeys, Explorations, Conversations . . . and Endings

When I was in college, I spent countless hours in the listening library wearing out the
grooves of a Nonesuch LP called Shakuhachi: The Japanese Flute, which was made up
of performances by Miyata Kōhachirō recorded in 1977. For me, those five tracks, totaling less than thirty-five minutes, were the shakuhachi, for this was the only recording
of the instrument I had ever encountered, and I had yet to hear it in person. I knew little
about the shakuhachi except that it was made from bamboo and originated in Japan.
Having access to only a single recording made its contents all the more precious.
From even this brief glimpse, I already felt a keen sympathy with the music of the
shakuhachi. The experiments I had been conducting on my clarinet seemed to have been
influenced by music I had not yet heard.
Thirty years later, I still treasure that album, though I now have my own copy on
CD (and anyone with an internet connection can find a pirated upload within seconds).
I recognize the works and understand the titles, and I have played several of the pieces
myself. I have learned about the musical vocabulary and aesthetic that entranced me
so long ago and have come to understand why this bamboo flute called out to me. The
shakuhachi has just five finger holes and no keys, but its simple construction belies its
richness and sophistication. The straightforwardness of the bamboo stalk encourages
a heightened attention to the physicality of performance: the player caresses the holes
without impediment, and the choreography of finger movement is intricate and precise.
The flow of breath requires strength, flexibility, and concentration, and the music that
emerges is unequaled in its subtlety and refinement.

The works gathered here are the fruit of a ten-year-long collaboration with shakuhachi dai shihan (grand master) Riley Lee. I began studying shakuhachi with Riley in
2009, and since that time I have been fortunate to compose numerous works expressly
for him, all of which are deeply informed by his own music-making.
Upon encountering the shakuhachi for the first time, many observers understandably see it as antiquated and exotic, its music confined to the Japan of the distant past.
Yet the shakuhachi is very much alive: the instrument and its music are much more
widely disseminated now than when I first discovered that life-changing LP, and the
bamboo flute has shown itself to be remarkably mobile and adventurous. Nowadays
a music subscription service will include Riley’s recordings not only of the historic
repertoire, but also his performances of newly composed concertos, arrangements of
works by Ravel and Satie, and Hawaiian music performed alongside slack-key guitarist
Jeff Peterson. One can click a few times and find a video of Kojiro Umezaki playing
“Heart and Soul” with the Silk Road Ensemble, or Daisuke Kaminaga “shredding” on
his shakuhachi in a stadium with Wagakki Band. Hanz Araki is a distinguished Irish flutist and singer, as well as the sixth generation of his family to earn the title Kodō, a name
synonymous with Kinko-Ryū shakuhachi. He plays shakuhachi as well as Irish flute on
his most recent album of Irish music, At Our Next Meeting.
As far back as 1972, Ralph Samuelson performed with Indian bansuri flutist Steve
Gorn in the premiere of Teiji Ito’s captivating ballet Watermill, choreographed by Jerome
Robbins.
Samuelson has also performed and recorded the first shakuhachi piece written by an
American, Henry Cowell’s The Universal Flute. Like Riley Lee, Ralph Samuelson is
esteemed as a teacher. One of his students, Elizabeth Brown, has not only mastered the
shakuhachi but has also composed for the instrument in combination with string quartets,
Japanese gagaku instruments, and the Indonesian gamelan. Another, Ned Rothenberg,
precedes me in composing for shakuhachi/clarinet duo and includes shakuhachi in his
multi-instrumental free improvisations at what we used to call “downtown” venues.
Casual listeners, unfamiliar with the work of such specialists, often say that they
recognize the shakuhachi from film music. (Riley points out that movie scores tend to

rely on the shakuhachi to signify either mourning or malevolence.) We also hear the
bamboo flute as an accompaniment to two popular American pastimes: meditation and
video games.
While I remain fascinated by the wanderings of the shakuhachi through what
we might call—from the shakuhachi’s own point of view—“world music,” the works
gathered here bow to older traditions, particularly to the repertoire known as honkyoku
(“original music”), which dates from the fifteenth century. Over the years during which I
have been composing for the shakuhachi, I have been surprised to find myself adopting features of an antique language. Rather than force the shakuhachi to accommodate
my pre-existing compositional habits, I have, to a large extent, allowed it to lead me
backward through its history. The refined language of honkyoku does not seem to need
me to change or “improve” it, for there is much to explore within the inheritance I have
been given. In honkyoku, articulations made by the breath, fingers, and head position all
work together to carve out finely etched gestures. Syntax relies as much on timbre as on

pitch, and a single sound may undergo any number of transformations before the exhale
is complete. The music can be meditative, but it is anything but placid: as one moment
gives way to the next, we hear purity and roughness, fragility and solidity, austerity and
opulence, precision and abandon.
The three solo shakuhachi works on this program embrace the honkyoku vocabulary,
acknowledging its association with Zen practice. Each work responds musically to a moment
of grace experienced in a particular location.
The first of these to be composed, Buddha Smiles on East 23rd, is set not in Manhattan,
but in the small town of Barnegat Light on the New Jersey shore. This brief piece refers to
the early twentieth-century composer Fukuda Randō, and especially to his 1928 solo shakuhachi work Miyama Higurashi (“Deep Night Cicada”). Buddha Smiles, like Miyama Higurashi,
uses a shakuhachi “leitmotif” that evokes the sound of the cicada.
Buddha Pines in the Dappled Glade was occasioned by a hike in the Mountain
Lakes Preserve in Princeton, New Jersey. The full title, Having Reunited the Keening Chocolate Lab With Her People, Buddha Pines in the Dappled Glade, hints at the
inspiration. As I walked through the woods, I heard a startling, plaintive sound, which
turned out to be the cry of a lost dog. One thing led to another, and fortunately I was able
to help her find her people. Her forlorn cooing sound opens the piece. For Buddha Pines,
Riley plays a lower shakuhachi.
Buddha Breathes in Bamboo was inspired by the bamboo grove at Chanticleer
Pleasure Garden in Wayne, Pennsylvania and was composed for the extraordinary
shakuhachi performer Ralph Samuelson, with whom I have also had the good fortune to
study and collaborate. For Ralph I composed a more subdued piece: it sticks closely to
the pentatonic scale, until it doesn’t. It also remains, through its ten minutes, in the low
register, beginning at the very bottom and slowly expanding upward. In my imagination,
the music traces the outline of a bamboo stalk from the ground to the sky. The low tessitura and simple gestures are designed to enable shakuhachi novices, including me, to
use Buddha Breathes for contemplative practice.
The three duos, all composed for Riley and me to play together, also converse

with the solo honkyoku repertoire. The first to be composed was Chisoku Reibo, which
incorporates a seminal honkyoku called Hifumi Chō (“One, Two, Three: Search!”).
The opening phrases are based on one of the most captivating gestures of honkyoku, in
which muted, fragile whispers give way to full, strong sounds. In my composition, Riley
plays material from Hifumi Chō, much as he would alone, and I provide reverberations,
echoes, and inquiries. I have stretched out the gestures to give us the feeling of wandering around inside what is already a slow and detailed honkyoku. I was influenced too by
honkyoku titles that refer to longing. Observing that the compact gestures of Hifumi Chō
more than sufficed for my ear and appetite, I realized that I had been “yearning for just
enough”—and nothing more. Yoko Hiraoka kindly provided me with the Japanese title
that is meant to evoke that state of mind.
Cut the Devil’s Throat reworks a variety of gestures from the honkyoku vocabulary,
notably San’ya (“Mountain Valley”), transmitted to Riley by his teacher Yokoyama
Katsuya. However, here the references are more submerged. I begin with unconventional fingerings, color tremolos, and finger taps on my clarinet. Riley plays a lower
shakuhachi, contributing pained, shadowy sounds with techniques that are deliberately
inconvenient to perform—for example, lowering a pitch by simultaneously half-holing
and bending the head downward. From time to time a more extroverted, emphatic gesture emerges from the struggle. The title comes from the game, something like skipping
rocks, where one tosses a stone into the water so that it makes a perfect “gulp” sound.
While much honkyoku is characterized by prolonged decays, Cut the Devil’s Throat asks
the players to end phrases abruptly. Rather than matching one another’s descent into
silence, we take turns cutting one another off.
The most recent duo, Refuge, takes off from another of my touchstones, the solo
work Ryūhei (“Exile”), composed in 1930 by Chikuho Sakai I, the founder of the
Chikuho lineage and the father of Riley’s first teacher. As a modern piece, Ryūhei is
not strictly speaking a honkyoku, but it shows a kinship with the older repertoire. My
homage takes the form of a structured improvisation. I repurpose fragments of Ryūhei,
including a declarative two-note opening statement; a plaintive descending line; and a

rocking, hypnotic figure emphasizing two notes. I invite Riley to play these materials
and vary them within the style of the piece. While he does that, I play similar material
on clarinet, echoing and complementing—and occasionally taking the lead. This makes
for an intriguing game: I have some idea of what Riley will do, but not exactly how
or when. It is my responsibility to stick to the vocabulary of Ryūhei while responding in real time to Riley’s choices. The title Refuge came to me as I thought about the
loneliness and isolation in Ryūhei’s vision of exile. By adding another instrument, and
especially by allowing spontaneous interaction between the two players, I imagine the
possibility of relief from isolation and despair. Simply witnessing and responding to
another’s suffering can offer a form of healing.
In Farewell to Music, Riley and I join forces with Charles MacDonald, a lifelong practitioner of the Cape Breton guitar style. Farewell to Music focuses on slow airs and songs from
Scotland and Ireland, which I have set for us to play as a trio. I started by asking Riley to play
the melodies for me from skeletal notation—pitches only—and without listening to any
recordings. This underscored certain sympathies between the source material and the
honkyoku tradition. My score consists of written-out parts for Riley and me, with Riley
playing two sizes of shakuhachi. Charles contributes guitar chording and drones, the latter
played with an EBow.
The first three of the five melodies in Farewell to Music arrive with their composers’
names intact, and these three also concern mortality. The set begins with “Chuimhne An
Phíobaire,” or “A Piper Remembered,” a sinuous, soulful elegy composed by the whistle player Seán Potts in memory of his grandfather. Potts recorded “Chuimhne An Phíobaire” with
the Chieftains in 1977. This is followed directly by another poignant parting song, “Farewell
to Music.” Legend has it that the Irish harper and composer Turlough O’Carolan invented
this melody just before his death in 1738. Next comes “Niel Gow’s Lament on the Death of
His Brother.” Gow published this melody in 1788, in one of several collections of his music,
and his notation displays the cross-fertilization between Scotland and continental Europe.
Gow indicated not only the melody, but also a bass part, specifying the instrumentation:
“with a bass for the violin or harpsichord.”

The fourth movement is based on the song “My Lagan Love.” I first heard the
melody in an instrumental version played by Irish flutist Jon Goodman, and I later
encountered sung performances by Jean Redpath, Niamh Parsons, and others. A widely
performed song, “My Lagan Love” was even sung by Bob McGrath on the Sesame
Street album Sleepytime Bird! The set closes with “She Moved Through the Fair,” another well-known song. Riley introduces the melody with his distinctive solo interpretation, which is followed by a simple duet for him and me. These modest, straightforward
statements of the tune give way to improvised solos by Riley and me, with unobtrusive
and subtle support from Charles’s guitar.
I’ve learned so much from Riley over these years as we have collaborated intensively on these and other works. He has taught me about the specifics of the shakuhachi,
as well as about philosophical and ethical matters regarding its traditions. We have had
extensive conversations about the complex phenomenon of musical culture-crossing and
have discussed expertise, craft, and originality. My ears have become more sensitive,
my breath more agile. I am grateful to Riley, and to Charles, for joining me on these
imaginary journeys to visit a banished monarch, a lost dog, a short-lived cicada, a dying
harpist, a mourned piper, and other characters. We have wandered between and among
mountains, rivers, forests, islands, and oceans—both real and fictional.
These recollections of living beings, alongside images of more enduring natural
settings, may turn one’s attention to loss and impermanence—even as oral tradition and
historical records allow us to travel backward through the generations to converse with
our ancestors. Now, as I imagine was true five or six hundred years ago, the shakuhachi invites the performer, the composer, and the listener to reflect on human mortality
through attention to the sounding breath. Time expands, and a single breath feels as full

as a lifetime. As one experiences an eternity within a moment, the wistful, extended decay of the bamboo flute cannot but evoke awareness of our own transience. Indeed, one
time, in a lecture for undergraduates, Riley remarked on the importance of giving every
sound “a good death.”
The sounding breath ebbs and flows, and the vibrating string decays into silence.
After a spell, the music begins again. Then it dies away once more. On and on it goes,
for a time. Whether it feels like a moment or a lifetime, our human music is eternally
ephemeral, for inevitably, as soon as the sound starts, it begins to fade. We are always
saying farewell.
— Barbara White
The Shakuhachi in Farewell to Music
Thinking back on my contribution to this recording is somewhat like remembering
a series of extremely enjoyable journeys undertaken with good friends. I did, in fact,
circumnavigate the world several times in the course of doing the recordings, traveling
from my home in Australia to Princeton, New Jersey in the USA, and even beyond, to
Halifax and Cape Breton Island in Nova Scotia, Canada.
From a musical perspective, this recording was made under some of the best
circumstances, that is, with few outside pressures or time limits and after performing
the pieces in concert a number of times. From the unique perspective of a non-Japanese
shakuhachi player (less unique in recent decades), the music on this recording was a
particular joy to play.
Like all instruments, the shakuhachi has its strengths and weaknesses, as well as other
unique qualities, such as the importance of subtle and deliberate changes in timbre and a
traditional approach to rhythm that might be described as “precise imprecision.” These

collectively define the instrument called “shakuhachi.” While in theory just about any
kind of music can be played on the shakuhachi, much/most music would probably sound
better on other instruments.
Some music, however, seems perfect for the shakuhachi, with both the instrument and the music complementing each other. Traditional pieces tend to be this kind of
music, having been filtered over centuries of transmission. The music on this recording
proves that contemporary music can also be an ideal match for this outwardly simple
bamboo flute.
Barbara White knows what works on a shakuhachi and what doesn’t. I might, however,
be biased, perhaps because Barbara shares so much of my own subjective or personal
musical aesthetic.
—Riley Lee
Composer Barbara White’s music has been described as “provocative even when
it speaks in undertones, creating a personal space that is as unique as it is inviting”
(American Academy of Arts and Letters). Long active as an interdisciplinary collaborator, she has created works that incorporate original texts and videos alongside movement
and onstage ceremony, with a particular focus on Celtic Goddesses and Spirits. White
also remains an idiosyncratic and searching clarinetist. In her teaching and scholarship
as well as in her composing and performing, she values the wisdom and intuition of the
body and esteems nuance and silence as well as intricacy and virtuosity. Honors and
awards have come from the Koussevitzky Foundation, the Aspen Music Festival, the
Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, and the Guggenheim Foundation. This is the fifth
full program of her music published on CD, the most recent being the opera Weakness
(2013), also published by Albany Records and also featuring Riley Lee.
Shakuhachi performer Riley Lee was born in Texas in 1951. He lived in Oklahoma
from 1957 until 1966 when he and his family moved to Hawai’i. He first went to Japan
in 1970 and began playing the shakuhachi soon after. His shakuhachi teachers were

Hoshida Ichizan II, Sakai Chikuho II, and since 1984, Yokoyama Katsuya.
In 1980, Riley Lee became the first non-Japanese to attain the rank of dai shihan
(大師範). Literally, these characters mean “great teacher [who teaches] by example,”
though they are usually translated as “grand master.” He was also the first non-Japanese
to play wataiko (Japanese drums) professionally (from 1974), as a founding member of
Sado no Kuni
Ondekosa, now called Kodo Drummers.
Riley Lee moved to Australia in 1986 with his wife Patricia and their twin daughters.
He has a PhD in Ethnomusicology, is an Honorary Fellow at Western Sydney University,
and is on the staff of the Sydney Conservatorium of Music. He enjoys running long
distance, and in 2021, he joined the elite age group of 70-and-over marathon runners.
Guitarist Charles MacDonald is acknowledged as one of the most authentic
accompanists in the mix of Scottish, Irish and Acadian influences predominant in Cape
Breton. Charles created and oversaw the Thursday Night Ceilidhs, which ran from
2008-2014 in St. Peter’s, Nova Scotia. He is a founding member of St. Peter’s Kitchen
Rackets, which supports live local music in the St. Peter’s region.
In the duo Fork & Spoon, Charles complements Barbara White’s wind playing
with his clean and sensitive chording, collaborating in making new tunes that marry their
traditional and classical backgrounds. As a member of the Diasporados, he appears on
Barbara White’s recording of the opera Weakness, and he performs as both singer and
guitarist on Fork & Spoon’s upcoming debut CD. Charles is a native of St. Peter’s, Nova
Scotia and lives on Isle Madame in Nova Scotia.
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